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I). Kurzmitteilungen

B. Su NOT, Lysaker

Pension and semi-retirement

I Introduction

The present note is motivated by a new Norwegian act on group pension schemes.
It' a member of such a scheme continues to work part-time after the retirement age
stipulated by the scheme, then the pension payments should be reduced relative to
the work-rate of the member, e. g. when the member works 80 % of full position,
then he will receive 20% of full pension. As a part of the pension is not taken

out, the premium reserve becomes higher than if the member had fully retired
and taken out full pension. This increase in the reserve should at some stage be

applied to increase the level of full pension. In the present note we discuss a

dynamic approach.

Let it denote the retirement age stipulated by the pension scheme. The premium
payment stops at age it. Premiums, benefits, and reserves should be determined
such that the equivalence principle is fulfilled, and we apply standard notation
for annuities and commutation functions, cf. e.g. Jordan (1967). Let denote
the premium reserve at age x > it.
If the member fully retires at age it, then he will receive a pension of size B per
annum for the rest of his life. On the other hand, if he continues to work in a

full position till age x > w, then no pension will be taken out before that age, so
that we will have

(I)

which can be used to determine the pension B.,..

An intermediate case occurs if the member continues to work part-time after age

u. Let (pa be his work-rate at age x > it, that is, he works 100(/?a;% of a full
position. Then he takes out 100(1 — y>z) % of full pension. The question is now,
should the remaining 100</?x % be used to increase the amount of full pension
with immediate effect, or should the increase take place when he fully retires? In
the present note we consider the former case.

We first consider the case with continuous pension and then look at discrete
annual payment. In the latter case we consider two sub-cases. In the first one the
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increase of the pension arising from the pension not taken out, has immediate
effect, in the second case its effect starts the following year.

2 The continuous case

We assume that the pension is paid continuously and let If,,, denote the rate of
full pension at age a. The pension not taken out in the time interval a h da)
is (p,: da and should be used as premium for a continuous life annuity with
rate ß., |— ß„. Thus we obtain

(-Bx+cfa ~ 5x)äx 5X<AE da- (2)

with ß„ ß, and dividing by da and letting da approach zero give the

differential equation

d \
ß.:<: I öi —

(3)

^
da

with the solution

D D /'* ^ dr
ßj. ßr «,

In particular, if the work-rate has a constant value cp, we obtain

ß, ß(V« (4)

We have

— dr / '
dr - f J- A', dr - f - In 77, dr

Sr /, W, W, dr ./„ dr

In - In A'.,: hi In —,'Vr

from which we obtain

P J- f/r ,r\J., ar — J (5)
X—u|®li

and insertion in (4) gives

ß, /V f *
ß ^
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In practice, the work-rate will be piece-wise constant, so we assume that

•'V I < / < /y; .y 1,2 :

TV V; •

it /() < r, < • • < /;,,, .r

Insertion in (3) and application of (5) gives

£v5, ./ £<<'•

B, ße« Be'"'

Let us now consider a member who works full time until he fully retires at age
.r. Then yv I for u < r < x, and we obtain

flx B-^z- (6)
X -1(|"«

In this case, no pension has been taken out before full retirement, and, hence, we
can also find Bx by (I). We have Ki ßa« and I', ßx«x, and insertion in

(1) gives

ß^tt — yr~ß.i;"x ßxx ,/ [ " " i

from which we obtain (6).

3 The discrete case

3A. In this section we consider the case when the pension is paid annually at the

beginning of the year, the first time at age rt. The payment at age a; is Bx y>
(® u, u + 1,... with </?x denoting the work-rate between age x and age x + 1.

We shall consider two cases:

1. The pension that is not taken out, is applied to increase the pension from
the following payment.
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2. The pension that is not taken out, is applied to increase the pension with
immediate effect.

3B. We assume the pension not taken out at age a; is applied to increase the

pension from the following payment. Then we obtain analogous to (2)

(-B;r+ I ~ ßa:)®® — ßxWx

with ß,, ß, that is,

ßj; H _ J
Tx

which gives

a?—1 a;-

r=ü

In the special case with 1 for r at, rt + 1,... :r; — 1 we get

/ t \
»' ®n(n-| m

We have

nf'+zKnf'+^Kn * ""
"r7'—'a ' r=it ^r+1/ ^r+l x-u|''"'

which corresponds to (5). Insertion in (7) gives

ßx - ß-^V - ß^
x_u|Ou m;

which could also have been found by (1).

3C. We now assume that the pension not taken out at age a; is applied to increase

the pension with immediate effect. As already the pension taken out at age it will
be increased through the pension not taken out at that age, we have ß„ > ß.
Before the increase at age a;, full pension was ß^-i- From that amount we apply

ßs_l <px as premium for an annuity that should immediately give a payment of
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(Sx — i 1 — and at the ages x + 1, x + 2, payments of 0x — 0.,. ]

as long the member is alive. This gives

(0X - S;c- I
I - Vx + «' ßx-1 </>X

with 0„ I 0, that is,

We finally consider the case when the member works full time until he fully
retires at age x, that is, yy I for r u, m + 1,... x — 1 and y.,. 0. Then

which could also have been found by (I). It is not surprising that we get the

same result as in Case 1 as when the pension increase is equal to zero, then it
does not matter from what age that increase is made.
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0* 1 + da:

ÖX-I 1 - y>x + ctx äx-<Ax'

from which we obtain

0x 0 T T ^ 0 TT 0^ 0~^ ttr Nr+1 Afx x-
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